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Abstract. Access to consistent, high-quality metadata is critical to find-
ing, understanding, and reusing scientific data. However, while there are
many relevant vocabularies for the annotation of a dataset, none suffi-
ciently captures all the necessary metadata. This prevents uniform index-
ing and querying of dataset repositories. Towards providing a practical
guide for producing a high quality description of biomedical datasets,
the W3C Semantic Web for Health Care and the Life Sciences Inter-
est Group (HCLSIG) identified Resource Description Framework (RDF)
vocabularies that could be used to specify common metadata elements
and their value sets. The resulting HCLS community profile covers ele-
ments of description, identification, attribution, versioning, provenance,
and content summarization. The HCLS community profile reuses exist-
ing vocabularies, and is intended to meet key functional requirements
including indexing, discovery, exchange, query, and retrieval of datasets,
thereby enabling the publication of FAIR data. The resulting metadata
profile is generic and could be used by other domains with an interest in
providing machine readable descriptions of versioned datasets.

The goal of this presentation is to give an overview of the HCLS Commu-
nity Profile and explain how it extends and builds upon other approaches.
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1 Introduction

Big Data presents an exciting opportunity to pursue large-scale analyses over
collections of data in order to uncover valuable insights across a myriad of fields
and disciplines. Yet, as more and more data is made available, researchers are
finding it increasingly difficult to discover and reuse these data. The W3C Health
Care and Life Sciences (HCLS) Interest Group have developed a community
profile [1,2] that defines the required properties to provide high-quality dataset
descriptions that support finding, understanding, and reusing scientific data, i.e.
making the data FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable) [3].
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The HCLS Community Profile reuses the definition of a dataset from [4].
That is, a dataset is defined as

A collection of data, available for access or download in one or more
formats.

For instance, a dataset may be generated as part of some scientific investigation,
whether tabulated from observations, generated by an instrument, obtained via
analysis, created through a mash-up, or enhanced or changed in some manner.

While several vocabularies are relevant in describing datasets, none are suf-
ficient to completely provide the breadth of requirements identified in Health
Care and the Life Sciences. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) [5]
Metadata Terms offers a broad set of types and relations for capturing document
metadata. The Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) [4] is used to describe datasets
in catalogs, but does not deal with the issue of dataset evolution and version-
ing. The Provenance Ontology (PROV) [6] can be used to capture information
about entities, activities, and people involved in producing or modifying data.
The Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) [7] is an RDF Schema (RDFS)
[8] vocabulary for expressing metadata about Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [9] datasets. Schema.org4 has a limited proposal for dataset descriptions.
Thus, there is a need to combine these vocabularies in a comprehensive manner
that meets the needs of data registries, data producers, and data consumers, i.e.
to support the publication of FAIR data.

Here we provide a brief overview of the HCLS Community Profile; full details
can be found in [1,2]. We will first outline the key requirements that led to
the development of the HCLS Community Profile (Section 2) before giving a
summary of the HCLS Community Profile (Section 3).

2 Motivation for the HCLS Community Profile

The HCLS Special Interest Group gathered use cases from all members involved
with the activity of developing the Community Profile. The use cases were anal-
ysed for common usage patterns for metadata in order to identify the metadata
properties that would be required. In addition to the common metadata prop-
erties found in most dataset description vocabularies, the use cases identified
requirements to support:

1. Distinct resolvable identifiers for the metadata about a dataset, its versions,
and the distributions of these versions;

2. Descriptions of the identifiers used within a resource;
3. Details of the provenance of the data;
4. Rich statistics about RDF data to support querying.

In order to satisfy these requirements, the HCLS Community Profile was devel-
oped that combines properties from existing metadata vocabularies.

4 http://schema.org/Dataset accessed June 2016

http://schema.org/Dataset
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Fig. 1. Overview of the HCLS Community Profile

3 Overview of the HCLS Community Profile

We developed a community profile for the description of a dataset that meets key
functional requirements (dataset description, linking, exchange, change, content
summary), reuses 18 existing vocabularies, and is expressed in a machine read-
able format using RDF [9]. The specification covers 61 metadata elements per-
taining to data description, identification, licensing, attribution, conformance,
versioning, provenance, and content summary. For each metadata element a de-
scription and an example of its use is given. Full details of the specification can
be found in the W3C Interest Group Note [1].

The community profile extends the DCAT model [4] with versioning through
a three component model (Figure 1), and detailed summary statistics. The three
components of the dataset description model are:

Summary Level Description: provides a description of the dataset that is
independent of file formats or versions of the dataset. For example, this level
will capture the title of the dataset which is not expected to change from one
version of the dataset to another, but will not contain details of the version
number. This is akin to the information that would be captured in a dataset
registry.

Version Level Description: provides a description of the dataset that is in-
dependent of the file formats but tied to the specific release version of a
dataset. For example, this level will capture the release date and version
number of a specific version of the dataset but will not contain details of
where the data files can be obtained.

Distribution Level Description: provides a description of the files through
which a specific version of a dataset is made available. Examples of the
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types of metadata captured are the file format, the location from which it is
made available, and summary statistics about the data model (e.g. number
of triples in the RDF distribution).

Each description component has a different set of metadata properties speci-
fied at the appropriate requirement level – mandatory (MUST), recommended
(SHOULD), and optional (MAY).

The metadata elements are grouped into five modules covering Core Meta-
data (e.g. dataset title), Identifiers (e.g. patterns for data item identifiers), Prove-
nance and Change (e.g. relationship to source datasets), Availability/Distributions
(e.g. released data files), and Statistics (e.g. number of triples).

4 Conclusions

The HCLS Community Profile for dataset descriptions was developed to meet an
identified need not satisfied by other dataset description standards. The HCLS
Community Profile builds upon many existing metadata standards and vocab-
ularies. While it was developed within the W3C Health Care and Life Sciences
Interest Group, it does not contain any domain specific properties. The HCLS
Community Profile is beginning to see uptake within the Health Care and Life
Sciences community, e.g. Riken MetaDatabase5, Bio2RDF6, and PHI-Base7 [10].
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